
 

 

 

To textile operators we offer introduction and contact 

with cotton producers in the specific requests with 

guarantee of continuity, quality and standards. 

Manufactured Products Commodities  in India is the largest  marketplace 

for all kind agriculture with particular attention to the cotton and his 

derivates.   We provides B2C, B2B  sales service to connect Indian 

manufacturers with buyers. 

MISTRALL unlocks a gamut of international business opportunities by 

serving as a unique platform for organizations, companies and agencies 

to expand their businesses internationally.  MISTRALL access to authentic 

network of worldwide businesses empowers it to serve every business 

equally; be it an established company or a budding agency. Our team 

include Italian and Indian professionals with long experience in the textile 

sector and we operate as traders of manufactured products 

commodities. 
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That’s Why Choose Mistrall 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Indian Raw Cotton 
Indian companies xports and supplies all the types of Indian raw cotton from various 
cotton growing Indian States - mainly Shankar 6 cotton .In India different types of cotton 
species available like short staple 20 mm & below , medium staple (20.5 to 
24.5mm),Medium long (25.0 to 27.0mm)Long (27.5 to 32.0 mm) and extra long staple 

cotton (32.5mm and above). Cotton Waste Cotton waste is by- product of spinning 
mills, hence to obtain high quality cotton waste we have some specific group of spinning 
mills that stand upto our stringent and specific criteria. The cotton waste of that all 
spinning mill are then processed in our factory to produce contamination free waste that 
has varied application across key industries like paper making, currency paper 
making,surgical,O/E spinning ,automobile industry, tissue paper etc. 
 

Indian Textile yarns 
Textile yarns are used in a variety of products which we use in day to day life. As the 
range of textiles is rapidly increasing, an understanding of the range and types of Textile 
Yarns available is important, to cater the requirements of the intended end-use. Are 
available dyed yarns with fulfilling the huge demands of textile industry with wide 
assortment of colors and shades so that  clients get all the range they require. 
Are available variety of yarns as: 
Dyed Yarns (DTY, ATY, FDY) - Draw Texturized Yarn (DTY) - Melange Yarns -Twisted 
Yarns - Multifold Yarns - Hi-Bulk Yarns. 
Cotton Yarn - 30s Weft, Melange Hosiery Cotton Yarn., OE Cotton Yarn - 10s White, OE 
Cotton, Recycled Yarn, Cotton Hank Yarn 40s DHCR and 30s Kw Cotton Yarn. 
Cotton Grey fabric made from superior pure cotton yarn available in bulk only. Available 
in various construction and also can be customized. Features 100 % cotton & superior 
quality. 
 
 

Cotton Fabric 
Available Cotton fabrics are presented to the customers in numerous designs, colors, 
patterns, and more details. These fabrics have precise thread count and will last for 
years. The fabrics are highly employed in fashion designing area for creating various 
designs of attires and dresses such as suit salwar, pajama, palazzo and more clothing 
items. In addition, the provided cotton fabrics deliver effective strength, color fastness 
and smooth texture features in any dress made from these material. 
 
  

 



 

 

 

o Rapid Searching 
If you need a manufactured commodities we guarantee you a quick search and 
availability on the market of origin with the required technical characteristics. 

o Technical Consulting 
The importance of being able to speak in technical language and local jargon. Our 
team includes technicians with long international experience and specialists in 
various commodities. 

o Advisory Services 
We look and prepare a one-stop solution by offering financial advisory, legal, risk 
advisory, and consulting services. Many industries and companies trust us in order 
to expand internationally and we make efforts to meet their needs. 

o Business Network 
business networking service covers a full range of international business solutions 
– from designing and consultation to implementation, configuration and 
management process. 

 
Via Dei Mille 12 -  22070 Appiano Gentile (Como) Italy    

Tel. +39 031 933441  info@mistrall.it 
 

 


